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Abstract

In this paper, a new hidden conditional random field
(HCRF) model with independent component analysis (ICA)
mixture feature functions is developed for sports event clas-
sification. Unlike Hidden Markov Model (HMM), HCRF is
a discriminative model without conditional independence
assumption of observations, which is more suitable for
video content analysis. According to the non-Gaussian
property of sports event features, a new feature function us-
ing the likelihood of ICA mixture component is proposed to
further enhance the HCRF model. The discriminant power
of HCRF and representation power of ICA mixture for non-
Gaussian distribution are combined. The new model is ap-
plied to challenging bowling and golf event classification.
The simulation results prove our analysis that the new ICA
mixture HCRF outperforms the existing mixture HMM mod-
els in term of classification accuracy.

1. Introduction

In the past several years, the field of multimedia con-

tent and computer vision analysis is dominated by content-

based image and video indexing and retrieval systems. But

most systems have limited performance by using only a few

low level features such as color, texture, shape, and mo-

tion. The reason is that there is a huge semantic gap be-

tween low level features and high level semantic meanings.

The videos have rich structural information that could be

explored for the usage of indexing and retrieval. The video

content analysis is to find meaningful structure and patterns

from visual data for the purpose of efficient indexing and

mining of videos. Video analysis tasks include video pars-

ing, content indexing and abstraction, and representation.

The video parsing is to segment video to different levels of

segments. The early works focus on low level parsing, the

video shot boundary detection [18][5]. After the shots are

segmented, the next task is to classify these shots to differ-

ent categories. It is to label video shots and give meaningful

names to these shots. The video event classification is to

classify shots to different events. The event classification in

sports video [3][5] is a popular research topic in recent years

which could be addressed by using probabilistic graphical

models such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Hidden

Conditional Random Field (HCRF) model.

The HMM is widely used in many video analysis algo-

rithms [16][8][1][2][9]. In [16], unsupervised classification

based on color ratio and motion in soccer domain is dis-

cussed and the observation model is Gaussian mixture. In

[8], the audio features such as applause and cheering are

modeled as HMM. In [1], baseball highlights are modeled

as HMM using various kinds of features. It is extended to

maximum entropy model [2] which puts several shot fea-

tures together for classification and does not use the useful

temporal graph information. Hierarchical HMM presented

in [9] is a more complex HMM model. In [20], based on

the non-Gaussian property of visual features the ICA mix-

ture [15] observation model is applied in HMM for golf

video event classification. As mentioned in the HMM tu-

torial paper [11], there are certain limitations of HMM, the

conditional independence of observations, the form of ob-

servation distribution and the Markov chain interaction.

The CRF [7] is first introduced by Lafferty to address

limitations of HMM. It is successfully used in applications

such as speech [7], image labeling [6] and object recogni-

tion [13]. But the fully labeling of training sequence states

prevents it from applying to event analysis. To solve this

problem HCRF is proposed by Quattoni recently in [10].

HCRF is a general extension of HMM which relaxes the

independent observation and generative assumption. It is

applied to phone classification [4], gesture recognition [14]

and meeting segmentation [12]. In this paper we present a

new HCRF model for sports events classification.

To bridge the semantic gap of indexing and retrieval we

present a new ICA mixture HCRF (ICAMHCRF) model for

sports video analysis. The new model takes advantage of

discriminant power of HCRF and the representation power
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of nonstructural ICA mixture model. In [4] and [12], the

Gaussian mixture equivalent is employed in HCRF. Since

the non-Gaussian properties of the observation distributions

such as sports video features, it is more suitable to use the

ICA mixture model. The likelihoods of ICA mixture com-

ponents are used as feature functions in the new model. To

test the effectiveness of the new model, it is applied to bowl-

ing and golf event detection. The new model gets better

performance of both event classification tasks, which proves

our analysis. The ICAMHCRF model is better than existing

HMM models in sports video event classification.

This paper is organized as follows. First, a brief intro-

duction of CRF and HCRF is given in section 2. Then we

introduce the new HCRF model based on ICA mixture lo-

cal observation in section 3. After that in section 4 the new

system of the video content analysis using the ICAMHCRF

model is presented and the comparison between HCRF and

HMM is discussed. In section 5, the new model is applied

to two kinds of sport video analysis, bowling and golf and

the performance is given. We conclude the paper with sum-

maries and future research directions in section 6.

2. An Introduction of Hidden Conditional
Random Field Model

HCRF Model is a relative new graphical model for event

and object recognition. It is an extension of CRF model.

2.1. Formulation of CRF

The CRF model as shown in Fig. 1 is a commonly used

structural statistical model in computer vision areas such as

image labeling. The dash circles are the observed features

at the node. The empty circles are the labels, which are un-

known for the testing data and known for the training data.

The interactions between these random variables are shown

as edges in the figure. It is a graphical model defined on

Figure 1. An example of 2D CRF model.

an undirected graph G(V, E) with vertexes V and edges E.

We denote x = {xi}i∈V the observations from the input

data and V a set of sites which could be pixels in image la-

beling and frames in video analysis. The observation at the

site i, xi ∈ X is a vector of observation features. The set

X is all possible observations. The features could be any

meaningful filter response of the site such as color, texture

and shape. The observation variable x has an associated

labels h = {hi}i∈V where hi ∈ H is the label for site i.
The set of all possible labels is H. The labeling problem is

to infer the underlying labels h given the image features x
and parameters of the model. The probabilistic expression

of the problem is P (h|x). A CRF defines a conditional

probability of the following form,

P (h|x,θ) =
1

Z(x)
exp{Ψ(h,x;θ)}, (1)

Z(x;θ) =
∑

h′
exp{Ψ(h′, x;θ)}, (2)

Ψ(h,x; θ) =
∑

i∈V

ϕ(hi, x) +
∑

(i,j)∈E

ψ(hi, hj , x), (3)

where θ is the parameter vector of the model, ϕ is the as-

sociation potential between the observation data and the la-

bel of site i, and ψ is the interaction potential between cur-

rent site i and its neighboring site j given the observed fea-

tures. The function Z is a normalization factor. Usually as

in Fig. 1, ϕ represents the prediction of the label hi based

on the local feature vector xi at site i and ψ predicts the

label hi based on local compatibility between neighboring

labels and features. For example, CRF image labeling is to

infer the most probable labels given an input image and the

model parameters, which are learned from the training set.

The video event detection is to estimate the probability of a

label for a whole sequence. But CRF needs a label for ev-

ery node, which prevents it from applying to video content

analysis directly.

2.2. Hidden Conditional Random Field Model

For video event detection usually the states are hidden.

It is a troublesome work to label all states manually. The

same as HMM widely used in event detection, the HCRF

is developed for object recognition. The formulation is as

follows,

P (y|x, θ) =
1

Z(x; θ)

∑

h

exp{Ψ(y, h,x;θ)}. (4)

Here y ∈ Y is a label for a whole sequence and Y is a set

of all possible labels. For example the binary event detec-

tion problem, Y = {−1, 1}, 1 represents the existence of

the event and −1 nonevent. Unlike the node labels h in

CRF, The unknown hidden states h is summed out in the

equation. The normalization factor is,

Z(x; θ) =
∑

y′

∑

h

exp{Ψ(y′,h,x;θ)}, (5)
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where y′ is a possible label for the sequence.

Here we choose a restricted form of function Ψ in the

following form,

Ψ(y, h,x;θ) =
∑

i∈V

ϕ(y, hi,x) +
∑

(i,j)∈E

ψ(y, hi, hj , x)

=
∑

i∈V

φ(y, xi)θ(hi) +
∑

i∈V

θ(y, hi)

+
∑

(i,j)∈E

θ(y, hi, hj), (6)

where φ(y, xi) is an observation feature function with the

label y at site i, θ(hi) is a parameter vector for associate

potential of the hidden state hi, θ(y, hi) is a compatibil-

ity indicator of the sequence label and the hidden state hi

and θ(y, hi, hj) is a compatibility indicator of the label and

the interaction edges. The first two terms are a simplifi-

cation of ϕ and the third term is an implementation of ψ
in Equation (3). HCRF training is to learn the parameters

θ = [θ(hi) θ(y, hi) θ(y, hi, hj)] and the inference is to

find the label for a given input using these parameters.

3. ICA Mixture Hidden Conditional Random
Field Model

In traditional form, the feature vector xi is directly used

as the observation function φ(y, xi) at site i in HCRF.

It usually includes hundreds of features which makes the

learning process slow and the algorithm may not find the

optimal value in a reasonable time period. In image anal-

ysis, mixture models are widely used nonstructural classi-

fiers. The use of mixture models as observation functions

for HCRF is not widely investigated except the Gaussian

mixture mentioned in [4][12]. We develop a new ICA mix-

ture HCRF (ICAMHCRF) model for video event classifica-

tion.

The observation feature function in previous section is

a feature vector or feature statistics vector φ(y, xi) =
[f1(y, xi) . . . fd(y, xi) . . . fD(y, xi)] which is weighted by

parameter vector θ(hi) = [θ1(hi) . . . θd(hi) . . . θD(hi)] in

HCRF model. Here D is the total number and d is the index

of the feature function. The functions f could be features

themselves or functions of features. Note that we only con-

sider the local observation xi and the sequence label y in

feature functions. In this paper we define f as log likelihood

of the feature xi belonging to a mixture model component.

Since the log likelihood carries certain probabilistic mean-

ings, the function could better reflect the local observation

model. Gaussian and Gaussian mixtures are commonly

used kernel functions. Mixture model is more expressive

than non mixture model. Mixture means the observation

could be divided into mutual exclusive components. It is

true for video frames since they are often in interlaced man-

ner. Though mixture of Gaussian could approach nearly

any distribution, if the observation is non-Gaussian, Gaus-

sian generally needs more mixture components to approach

the distribution. In our case video frame observation fea-

tures usually show non-Gaussian characteristics. It is also

approved by our experiment. The distribution can be de-

composed into ICA mixture components. The ICA mixture

distributed feature could be expressed as follows,

xi = MkSk + μk xi ∈ Ck, (7)

where Mk is mixing matrix, μk is bias and Sk is inde-

pendent sources for kth component of mixture. We denote

Ck the kth component of the mixture. The probability of

observation xi could be expressed as follows,

p(xi|y) =
K∑

k=1

p(xi|y, Ck)p(Ck|y) (8)

=
K∑

k=1

p(Ck|y) exp(log p(Sk) − log(det Mk)).

The log likelihood of each observation belongs to a mixture

component is chosen as feature function,

fd(y, xi) = log p(Ck|y)p(xi|y, Ck). (9)

Here xi is represented by p(xi|y) locally and the feature

functions are computed using components of mixtures. And

k is the index of the mixture component and K is the num-

ber of components. Note that the number of feature func-

tions D could be more than the number of components K.

The reason is we could have several groups of features in

feature vector xi such as color and texture and each fea-

ture group has K feature functions. In our experiment, only

one group of feature is used so the number of feature func-

tions D is equal to the number of mixture components. The

probability p(Ck|y) is mixture coefficient for certain com-

ponent. During training the class label y is given, the pa-

rameters of ICA, Sk, Mk and μk and mixture components

p(Ck|y) and p(xi|y, Ck) are learned by modified standard

ICA algorithm as in [15].

The new ICAMHCRF model derived in this paper pro-

vides a new way to model both the local and temporal in-

teraction for sequence labeling task. ICA mixture is used in

both the training and testing. Unlike the Gaussian assump-

tion in other works [4][12], we use a non Gaussian model as

local feature function for observations. The new function is

a better representation of complex feature distribution such

as video frames. Since the real scene such as sport video

consists of non Gaussian components which could not be

represented by Gaussian mixture with reasonable number

of components, the proposed ICA mixture feature function

is more suitable for video content analysis. When ICA mix-

ture is combined with HCRF model, it could adapt to spatial

and temporal probabilistic structure of the data simultane-

ously.
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4. ICA Mixture Hidden Conditional Random
Field Model for Sports Event Detection

The task of video content analysis is to assign the

chunks of digital video data to content categories such as

sports highlight, news anchor and snow mountain land-

scape. Graphical models such as HMM and HCRF could be

applied to address this problem. Unlike gesture and meeting

segmentation in which the backgrounds are simple, sports

events with real scene setting are more challenging. But

the sports video also consists of a set of predefined actions

in a certain order which fits the requirement of linear chain

model, HMM and HCRF.

4.1. A Comparison between HMM and HCRF
Event Detection

As shown in Fig. 2, for video event detection using

HMM, a specific model should be set up for each specific

event y. For example the golf event detection, there are

three events, the full swing, the non-full swing and other

events (y ∈ Y = {1, 2, 3}). There are three models cor-

responding to three events. During the training, the pa-

rameters are learned for each model. The class label for

the testing sequence is inferred by finding the most prob-

able model for the sequence. In HCRF video event anal-

ysis, there is only one model and the weights of different

factors serve as the discriminate coefficients to classify the

sequences. During the training the weights θ is learned

from training sequences. It is used to label the events in

the testing process. There are several differences between

two model. First, there are direct links between y and hid-

den states sequence in HCRF, while HMM does not have

this useful structure. Second, links of HMM have direction.

This is the generative nature of the model. Observations are

children of the states. They are generated by the states. So

fully observation is needed for the training. The HCRF re-

laxes this assumption by getting rid of the direction of the

links. Third, in HMM the observations are independent and

only depend on their own state. HCRF could have links be-

tween current observation and other states beside its current

state. Note that in our experiment only the link between

the local observation and current state is used. These dif-

ferences set HCRF in a better position to deal with complex

video event detection task.

4.2. Steps of ICAMHCRF for Event Detection

The new ICAMHCRF video event detection system is

shown in Fig. 3. The training and testing are as follows.

We divide the video to shots as preprocessing step using

shot boundary detection technique. In the training part, the

features of the shot frames are extracted. The ICA based di-

mension reduction is used to reduce the computational com-

plexity. After that the compact features are modeled as ICA

Figure 2. An illustration of HMM and HCRF model structure.

Here T is the length of the sequence.

mixture which is done by using ICA algorithm in [15] with

Laplacian source assumption. The ICA mixture parameters

are learned. We compute the log likelihood of each fea-

ture or feature group belonging to a mixture component as

the feature function in HCRF. The HCRF parameters are

learned based on the following maximum likelihood objec-

tive function,

L(T , θ) =
∑

(x,y)∈T
L(θ|x, y) − ‖θ‖2

2δ2
, (10)

L(θ|x, y) = log P (y|x;θ) (11)

= log
∑

h exp{Ψ(y, h,x;θ)}
Z(x; θ)

.

Here T is the training data set. The objective function

L(T ,θ) is the summation of log-likelihood of all training

data minus regulation factor. The first term L(θ|x, y) is the

log-likelihood of one training data belonging to the model

with parameter θ. The second term is a regulation factor

which we suppose the parameters are Gaussian distributed

with variance δ2. There are several method available for

HCRF training. The gradient descent method [10][14] is

used in the experiment. The optimal parameter θ∗ is,

θ∗ = arg maxθL(T ,θ). (12)

In the testing part, the compact features are computed and

log likelihood feature functions are calculated using the pa-

rameters from ICA mixture learning in the training part.
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Figure 3. The flowchart of ICAMHCRF model for video event

classification.

Then using belief propagation method [17] the most proba-

ble class label y∗ of the testing sequence is inferred as fol-

lows,

y∗ = arg max
y∈Y

P (y|x,θ∗). (13)

5. Simulation Results
The new ICAMHCRF system is applied to two kinds

of video content analysis tasks. One is bowling activity

recognition and the other is golf video event analysis. It is

compared with ICAMHMM and Gaussian mixture HMM

(GMHMM) in both cases. Note choosing the number of

mixture components of ICA mixture and the number of hid-

den states of HMM and HCRF are both non-trivial. How-

ever both of them could be optimized using training or val-

idation set. In our experiment, the numbers are initially

chosen in the range from 2 to 4 and the numbers, which

maximize the classification accuracy in both methods, are

selected. It is also worth to mention that because of the exis-

tence of hidden states, the optimization is no longer convex.

We choose the best result with random parameter initializa-

tion. The videos are first segmented to shots as in [19] and

then ICA is applied to 256 illumination-invariant color his-

togram of frame features to reduce the feature vector to 2

dimension for each frame.

5.1. Bowling Activity Detection

ICAMHCRF is tested to recognize the bowling shot

event and compared with ICAMHMM and GMHMM. A 30

minutes professional bowling TV program is used in our ex-

periment. The video is divided to 232 video shots. There are

65 bowling shot event and the others are comments, com-

mercials, player’s preparation and players after the shot. An

example bowling shot event sequence is shown in Fig. 4

(a), which features following activities, bowler preparing to

release his ball toward the pins, bowler dropping the ball

on the lane, the ball striking the pins and finally the camera

turning back to the player. The ICA mixture parameters and

HCRF parameters are learned from one training shot of both

events. Two hidden states and two mixture components are

used in the experiment. The two mixture components of an

bowling shot event is shown in Fig. 5. The final event detec-

tion receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is shown

in Fig. 6. The confusion matrix and the detection accuracy

are given in Table 2 and Table 1. The accuracy is defined

as the ratio between the correctly labeled event and the to-

tal number of events. The performance of ICAMHCRF is

about 7% better than the ICAMHMM and 9.5% better than

the GMHMM.
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Figure 5. Two ICA mixture components for bowling shot event.

The axes are two features of compacted feature space.

Method Accuracy

ICAMCRF 85.28%

ICAMHMM 78.45%

GMHMM 75.86%

Table 1. Classification accuracy of bowling event classification.
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(a) Event 1: a bowling shot event

(b) Event 2: other event

Figure 4. An example selected frames of bowling events. There are two events, (a) bowling shot event and (b) other event (an advertisement

event is shown).
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Figure 6. ROC performance of bowling shot classification.

bowling shot other event

bowling shot
49 16

(36) (29)

other event
18 149

(21) (146)

Table 2. The confusion matrix for bowling event classification us-

ing the ICAMHCRF. Row labels are the true classes and column

labels the predicted classes. The ICAMHMM results are shown in

parentheses for comparison.

5.2. Golf Event Classification

For golf video event detection, an hour professional golf

video from the authors of [20] is used. The same proce-

dure as bowling is applied except that one event consists

Method Accuracy

ICAMCRF 73.28%

ICAMHMM 70.79%

GMHMM 56.93%

Table 3. The classification accuracy of golf event classification.

three shots for fair comparison with ICAMHMM and bet-

ter representation of golf event. Three example events are

shown in Fig. 7. These three events are used for training

the model. The total number of events is 202. It is manually

annotated to three categories, full swing, non-full swing and

other irrelevant events. The event is very recognizable with

recurrent patterns as in Fig. 7. The golf shot includes activ-

ities as follows. Player prepares for the shot. Then player

hits the ball. After that the camera follows the ball quickly

with high activity. Finally the scene features the golf court

and/or players with low activity. The mixture components

of a full swing shot are displayed in Fig. 8. The confusion

matrix is shown in Table 4. The ICAMHCRF is better than

ICAMHMM in both full swing and non-full swing classifi-

cation. For the other event it is not better than ICAMHMM.

The only one training sample from the other event may not

be representative for the other event class. It is used for

fair comparison with the results of ICAMHMM in paper

[20]. We expect better result when more training samples

are used. The overall accuracy of ICAMHCRF is 2.5% bet-

ter than ICAMHMM as shown in Table 3.

5.3. Discussion

In both event classification cases, the new ICAMHCRF

exhibits higher classification accuracy than HMM models.
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(a) Event 1: a full swing shot

(b) Event 2: a non full swing shot

(c) Event 3: other event

Figure 7. An example selected frames of golf events. There are three events, (a) full swing, (b) non-full swing, (c) other event.
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Figure 8. Three ICA mixture components of full swing event in

golf video. The axes are two features of compacted feature space.

There are two main reasons. First, the ICA mixture can

approach the non-Gaussian distribution of compacted fea-

full swing non full swing others

full swing
33 20 1

(26) (27) (1)

non full swing
16 109 7

(23) (104) (5)

others
2 8 6

(2) (1) (13)

Table 4. The confusion matrix for golf event classification using

the ICAMHCRF. Row labels are the true classes and column labels

the predicted classes. The ICAMHMM results shown in parenthe-

ses for comparison are from paper [20].

tures of video frames. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 8, a

strong non-Gaussian character of compacted video features

is observed. We have reason to believe the use of ICA mix-

ture likelihood as feature function in HCRF is a more rea-

sonable solution for video event. Second, comparing with

HMM the relaxed assumption of HCRF model do generate

good result with limited training data. The feature distribu-

tion is characterized by ICA mixture and the chain temporal
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information is captured by HCRF. The new ICAMHCRF

combines the good properties of the two and shows supe-

rior performance in two event detection tasks over existing

HMM models.

6. Conclusion
A new ICAMHCRF model is developed for sports event

classification. With non-Gaussian property, the local ob-

servations of each event category can be modeled as ICA

mixtures. By introducing a new kind of feature function we

successfully combine ICA mixture with HCRF. It is proved

by experiments with bowling and golf event classification

that the new model has better discriminant power than other

HMM based methods. The results also demonstrate the ad-

vantage of using ICA mixture over Gaussian mixture for

non-Gaussian features. Future work may include extending

the method to multi-modality and other kinds of features

and adding links between current observation and other hid-

den states.
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